Abstract. We describe the negative spectrum of the Schrödinger operator with a singular potential. We determine the exact value of the bottom of the spectrum and estimate it from above and below. We describe the dependence of a crucial constant on the eigenvalue parameter and discuss some of its properties. We show how recent results of others are simple consequences of a theorem proved by the author in 1972.
Introduction
For V(x) > 0 in L (R"), the smallest constant CX(V) which satisfies [2] showed that for « > 2, CJV) < 1 if (1.5) ív(x)dx< ^-j^cocap(e) holds for all compact sets e c R" . Here co is the surface area of the unit ball in R" and cap(e) is the Green capacity of e . More recently Adams [3] showed that (1.6) l^ljx-y]2-"V(y)dy^ dx<cjv(y)dy, ecR", implies a bound for C0(V). In [4] , Fefferman and Phong show that
The proof of (1.7) given in [4] is rather long and involved. In the next section we shall show that it is a simple consequence of (1.3). In fact, we shall give a direct easy proof of (1.7) without involving the ideas of [4] . In [1] Kerman and Sawyer show that f(fQGxx(x-y)V(y)dy)2dx
where the supremum is taken over all dyadic cubes ßCR". Previous to [1] , sufficient conditions for (1.1) to hold for various values of X were obtained by Kato, Rollnik, Schechter, Simon (cf. [14, 15] for references). Other sets of sufficient conditions were recently obtained in [12 and 16] . These authors were apparently unaware of the results of [1] where a condition which is both necessary and sufficient is obtained.
In §3 we show that there is a constant C depending only on n and p such that
This allows us to show that the lowest point -p of the spectrum of the operator (1.2) satisfies H p2 < sup i 2Cp lo-" I V(y)pdy) -<T2
x,S \ P \ J\y-x\<S I which is another estimate of Fefferman-Phong [4] . In our estimate only one constant appears (the one from (1.9)) and can be readily estimated. 
From this it follows easily that
Next we show that if V is in the Muckenhoupt-Wheeden class A^ (cf. [5] ), then
In §5 we show that the essential spectrum of H is the same as that of -A, i.e., We now show that (1.7) is a simple consequence of (1.3). Let If C > C" K and h > 0 is in L , then there is a 0 > 0 in L2 such that
This shows that the right-hand side of ( 1.3) is bounded by a constant times K Hence, (1.7) holds.
Another approach is to note that (2.4) is equivalent to
which in turn is equivalent to
which shows that (1.7) holds.
Estimates for arbitrary X
For p a locally finite Borel measure, we define (3.1) IsSdp(y)=f \x -y]5'" dp(x), 0<s<n,
J\x-y\<S and (3.2) Ms g dp(y) = sup rs~" f dp(x), 0<s<n, 
Moreover, there is a constant C, depending only on n such that (3.5) Cx(V)>CxM2xßV. [4] . Their proof is rather long and involved. They require two constants in (3.6) and do not provide a way of estimating them. Our proof is much shorter. They were unaware of the authors results in [1] .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let where Mc is the complement of M in R" and l(Q) is the edge length of Q (cf. [6, p. 10] Thus we can make each Q. satisfy (3.10). If it does not satisfy (3.11) as well, then it will satisfy (3.9).
Let b , d be positive numbers to be determined later. Define (3.12) Ej = {xg Qj]Is mdp(x) >tb, Ms s dp(x) < td).
Let Q be one of the cubes ß , and let E c Q be the set given by (3.12). Assume first that Q satisfies (3.10) and (3.11). Then we have tb\E\ < j Is Sj2dp(x)dx ]x-y]5~" dp(y)dx SI JO J\v >Qj\y-x\<6/2 I / Jx-yf ' U-y\<m veo < (co/s)(â/2)s f dp(y) JQ+S where co is the surface area of the unit sphere in R" and Q + S is the cube having the same center as Q but edge length equal to l(Q) + S . Assume that E is not empty, and let x0 be any point in E. The cube Q + Ô is contained in the ball with center x0 and radius Vñl(Q) + (ô/2) < (p/4) + (S/2) < 3<J/4 by (3.10). Hence by (3.11) tb\E\ < (co/s)(ô/2)s(p/4 + S/2)"-sMsSdp(x0) < (co/s)ps(5p/4)"~s td <(co/s)4s5"~stdnn/2\Q\.
Consequently,
Note that (3.13) holds if E is empty. Next assume that (3.9) and (3.10) hold.
Then there is a point x, not in 5, that
If x is in Q , then (3.14) \x-xx\<p.
Consequently, if y is any point such that (3.15) \y-x\>p, then (3.16) \y -xx\ < \y -x\ + \x -xx\ < 2\y -x\.
Hence we have , dp(x) = >\y-x\<p Jp<\y-x\<S/2
Is6i2dfJL(x)= I + ]y-x]sndp(y)
J\y-x\<p Jp<\y-x\<S/2 <I dp(x) + 2"-s f \y-xxrndp(y)
'\y-Xi\<6 <Ispdp(x) + 2"-sIsôdp(xx) <Ispdp(x) + 2"-st since xx is not in St. We now take b = 2n+x~s. This implies that if x e E, we have tb<L ndp(x) + tb/2 and consequently tb/2<Ispdp(x).
Thus E is contained in the set {x G Q]IS p dp(x) > tb/2, Ms s dp(x) < td}.
Hence, if x e E tb\E\/2< f I dp(x)dx Jq * = / /, \x -yf" dx dp(y) < (co/s)ps / dp.
JQ+2p
Since 2p < S and the cube Q + 2p is contained in a ball of radius 5p/4 < Ô about any point in Q , we see that tb\E\/2 < (co/s)Ps(5p/4)"-sMsSdp(x0) I5 s dp(x) = Is mdp(x) + \x-yf " dp(y)
Jâ/2<\v-x\<ô <I<sndp + 2"-sM^,dp. GsXdp(x) = j GsX(x -y)dp(y), (X2 -A)~s/2f(x) = JGs x(x -y)f(y) dy.
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Proof. For each s > 0, the function Gs x(x) has been studied extensively by Aronszajn-Smith [7] . In particular, it satisfies X\x\ < 1, GsJi(x)<^y.
(3.21) GsX(x) = Ĝ s x dp(y) <cxf Xn~s\X(x -y)\ye-xlx-yl dp(x)
JX\x-y\>l oo -ci*"~Sy2 (k + l)y e~k dp(x). 
Properties of CX(V)
In this section we shall derive some properties of the constant CX(V). For e sufficiently small, this is < 0. Thus But by (4.4) we see that equality holds. Similarly, by (4.2) we see that
But there cannot be a positive e such that p > e+X2 holds for all X satisfying CX(V) > 1. For that would imply the existence of a v < p suchthat CU(V) < 1, contradicting (4.5). Thus, equality holds throughout (4.6) as well.
Corollary 4.3.
Thus sup A2 over the set CX(V) > I is bounded by the right-hand side of (4.7). Similarly, if CX(V) > I, then
On the other hand, the right-hand side of (4.9) is negative if CX(V) < 1. Thus supX2Cx(V) over the set CX(V) > 1 is > the right-hand side of (4.8). The same reasoning works in reverse. The second estimate in Corollary 3.3 is proved in the same way using inequality (3.5). Proof. From the definition we see that there is a constant Lf such that (M2p,sVp)X/p<L'pM2jV
We now merely apply Theorem 3.2. by(b). These two conditions are necessary and sufficient for Vx/2 to be compact from Hx '2 to L2 (cf. [14, p. 172] ). This in turn is sufficient for H to have a 1/2 extension satisfying (5.1) (cf. [14, p. 149] ).
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